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Reviews / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 514–521 519Phaedrus, and the relevant line. Likewise, Berkeley uses the phrase “doctrine of signs,” and Ewald
helpfully tells us that Berkeley is referring to Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding (p. 57).
Yet on some other occasions Ewald does not supply such a reference, even when there is a quotation
within his selection. Thus, on pp. 1252–1253, Hardy repeatedly quotes Hilbert without giving the source
for the quotations; Ewald supplies no reference, although the first of these quotations appears earlier in
his book, on p. 1153, in his selection of Hilbert’s “Die Grundlegung der elementaren Zahlentheorie.”
To sum up, the mathematical reader will benefit from Ewald’s weighty source book, despite its
limitations. We are happy to see it join the growing list of foundational books which have substantial
interest for both the historian of mathematics and the philosopher of mathematics.
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Clifford Truesdell: Eine wissenschaftliche Biographie des Dichters, Mathematikers und
Naturphilosophen
By Yurie A. Ignatieff and Heike Willig. Aachen (Shaker-Verlag). 1999. ISBN 3-8265-4804-3.
Clifford Truesdell died in his 80th year on January 14, 2000, almost a year after this biography was
published. He may have been aware of the authors’ project, but I do not think he read it, or even saw it;
one wonders what he would have thought of it.
Wonder is the first and last thing I experience in browsing this “wissenschaftliche Biographie.” It is an
extremely strange book. Its path to the reading public is dignified enough: It was financially supported
by the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung in Bonn, Germany, and published by Shaker-Verlag, Aachen,
Germany. So one may assume that the project, if not the final text, was refereed and judged fit for
publication. Yet the work transplanted me into such a surreal world of thinking and arguing about science
and scientists that I see no other way to a review than reporting on the reasons for my wonder.
The preface sets out the authors’ approach to their subject:
unser Held . . . Emeritus Professor Clifford Ambrose Truesdell III, der General der modernen Armee der Mathematiker, Mechaniker,
Ingenieure, Physiker und Chemiker, die eine dringende Notwendigkeit der Rationalen Natur- und Technikwissenschaften bewußt
geworden sind . . . (vii)
Similarly exalted passages occur throughout the book.
In the preface the authors explain the qualities which enabled them to write the biography:
they are versed in “Deutsch, Englisch, Französisch, Italienisch, Latein, Mathematik, Mechanik,
Philosophie, Physik, Rhetorik, Scheibkunst, Übersetzung, Wissenschaftsgeschichte und -theorie;” they
were instructed in these subjects by teachers who, by their “wunderbaren persönlichen Qualität” of
modesty, did not wish to be named in person, in order to leave to the authors “Ruhm und Ehre” (p. vii);
they are therefore thanked in anonymity.
The authors combine hagiography with an explicit claim of objectivity and truthfulness, elaborated in
the Introduction. There they present their own ideas of the true method of history against the background
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To illustrate their views on writing a biography I summarize their arguments on the necessary
circumstances and personal qualities of the historian and on the objectivity of historical writing: It is
necessary that the historian can work in freedom. This was guaranteed in the present case because
the book was written in Germany, a state with a highly developed democracy, whose laws proclaim
freedom of scientific inquiry. However, for the historian to be truly free, personal qualities are also
necessary: “er soll gerecht, skeptisch, selbstkritisch und überparteilich sein; er soll ein sachkundiger,
schöpferischer, ziel- und arbeitsstrebender Geist mit einer robusten Gesundheit sein.” In addition, the
historian should have luck, “Scharfsinn und Kombinationsgabe.” Objectivity, the authors explain, is
guaranteed if the historical method is applied “anwandfrei,” because then its results will be “von
allen anderen Historiker geteilt und gemeinsam gefeiert,” which makes discussion within the scientific
community superfluous, since “jeder andere Geschichtswissenschaftler—unter normalen Umständen—
dieselben Resultaten erzielt hätte;” questioning such results would be “professionell unmoralisch und
deswegen verwerflich” (pp. 4–5). These and similar arguments bring the authors to present their
biography of Truesdell as a “wissenschaftshistorische Untersuchung,” which provides an “objective
Darlegung der Truesdellschen Lehre” (p. 2).
The seriousness with which these “methodological” ideas are presented produces bizarre effects;
indeed, one sometimes suspects the authors of mocking their own ideas. Take, for instance, the
explanation of how, after the collection of material, the first draft should be written in the form of
“Exposés,” in which “die ermittelten Handlungen der Menschen als soziale Wesen in großen Zügen
und zu einzelnen Problemen gespiegelt werden” (p. 7). Such an “Exposé,” the authors explain, should
answer the “six W’s”-question, for which they refer to Grabler [1996, 27]:
“WER tut WAS, WANN, WO, WIE und WARUM?”
In Bezug auf unsere Truesdell-Biographie könnte eine Antwort auf diese Frage zum Beispiel sein: “Am 29. Dezember 1972
(WANN) hielt Truesdell (WER) eine Rede (tut WAS) am Bankett der History of Science Society und Society for the History of
Technology in Washington D.C. (WO). Truesdell erinnerte darüber folgendes: ‘After a dinner that Reti was to remember to the end of
his life as the worst he ever ate, my lecture was designed “to replace the missing port and cognac” (WARUM). Fortunately the din of
airplanes crossing just above us every fifteen seconds on their descents to the National Airport made my words inaudible . . . ’ (WIE).”
Das Exposé dient als Grundlage für sorgfältige Quellenarbeit. (7)
When I first read this passage I suspected that the book was a hoax; further reading convinced me,
however, that it is meant seriously.
The biography portrays Truesdell not only as a mathematician and natural philosopher, but also as a
man of letters (“Dichter”). This explains the role of the second author, Mrs. H. Willig. She collaborated
um durch ihre poetische Seelenverwandschaft mit Truesdell die Abweichungen unserer Erklärungen von den wahren Gründen zu
minimieren. (7)
It appears that her contributions were restricted to a number of poems interspersed in the main text.
For example, on p. 55 the authors express Truesdell’s disappointment upon learning that a journal had
rejected his submission:
Sein seelischer Zustand wird wohl am besten durch folgendes Gedicht reflektiert: Fußstapfen, sie wachsen sich aus, . . .
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first author, whose admiration of Truesdell had apparently developed into unchecked hero worship. He
excerpted a number of textbooks on history and historiography and from there developed a self-made,
idiosyncratic, and singularly simplistic vision of historical scholarship. He collected source material in
which Truesdell’s own outspoken visions and opinions on how science should be done and how people
should behave were overrepresented. He accepted these uncritically and portrayed his “hero” as not only
an exceptional scientist but also a leading philosopher of science and a man of deep wisdom. Then
the biography went to print unchecked by critical review. I experience the result as strange, at times
surreal, and on the whole embarrassing. No doubt the book contains many facts relevant to understanding
Truesdell’s achievements, but, because of the extremely biased attitude of the main author, these serve
no function. Truesdell deserves a biographer with much more common sense and much less intellectual
servility.
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